Routine clinical testing underestimates proprioceptive deficits in Friedreich's ataxia.
Friedreich's ataxia (FA) is the most common recessive ataxia in the Western world with degeneration of dorsal root ganglia neurons as its major neuropathological hallmark. The sensitivity of clinical tools commonly used for the assessment of the proprioceptive component of FA is currently unknown. We hypothesised that current clinical testing underestimates proprioceptive deficits in FA patients. Such an underestimation would hamper our understanding of the components of FA, the monitoring of disease progression, and the detection of deficits in the current advent of drug trials. We compared clinical tests for joint position sense (JPS) and vibration sense (VS) to a test of spatial position sense (SPS) that examines localisation of both hands across a horizontal 2D space. We tested 22 healthy controls to derive a cut-off for the SPS. Eleven patients with genetically confirmed FA participated in this study. All 11 FA patients were impaired in the SPS test. Two patients showed unimpaired JPS and VS. Two additional patients showed unimpaired JPS, while two other patients unimpaired VS. The SPS test was more sensitive and revealed deficits potentially earlier than clinical screening tests. Only the SPS showed a positive correlation with ataxia severity. The SPS was more sensitive than the commonly used JPS and VS. Thus, our results indicate that proprioceptive deficits in FA start earlier and are more severe than indicated by routine standard clinical testing. The contribution of proprioceptive deficits to the impairment of FA patients might therefore indeed be underestimated today.